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kaminando's
MISSION STATEMENT
Kaminando creates lasting solutions for wildlife
conservation in the Mamoní Valley Preserve
through acquiring scientific knowledge, community
outreach, and empowering residents to participate
in the most urgent conservation challenges
threatening our flagship species, the jaguar.

The Mamoni Valley
Jaguar Project
This project aims to determine jaguar distribution,
habitat use, and prey availability in the montane
cloud forest. With the help of camera traps
installed in remote areas of the Mamoni Valley,
Kaminando is investigating how jaguars navigate
the highly fragmented landscape so as to help
identify viable corridors for the species' survival.
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Education Outreach
Program
Aims to promote a comprehensive
understanding of, and appreciation for, the
jaguar through education and community
outreach.
By providing information and education,
Kaminando's outreach program fills
important knowledge gaps, dispels
misconceptions and helps to change
attitudes and behavior in ways that enhance
tolerance for, and coexistence with, the
iconic jaguar.

By involving the community in their
research activities, Kaminando is making
significant strides towards building local
capacity and promoting the value of intact
forest.

Mvp & KAMINANDO
MVP staff, interns and volunteers regularly support Kaminando’s
research. MVP also provides in-kind services to facilitate Kaminando’s
successful establishment in the valley, in particular regarding the
construction of a big cat research center. Additionally, lodging is
available for Kaminando at Experience Mamoni’s rainforest campus, as
well as logistical support with vehicles, horses, and guides, and
property maintenance and patrol.

In turn, Kaminando provides MVP with visual imagery, including
camera trap images. They promote the Mamoni 100 and the MVP’s
marketing efforts and assist with recruitment of field biologists and
interns. Kaminando staff also offer field biology training to MVP staff
and provide experiential learning opportunities for Experience
Mamoni interns. When needed, they provide field support and guide
services for longer jungle treks.
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